The growth of high-quality single crystals of graphene by chemical vapor deposition on copper (Cu) has not always achieved control over domain size and morphology, and the results vary from lab to lab under presumably similar growth conditions. We discovered that oxygen (O) on the Cu surface substantially decreased the graphene nucleation density by passivating Cu surface active sites. Control of surface O enabled repeatable growth of centimeter-scale single-crystal graphene domains. Oxygen also accelerated graphene domain growth and shifted the growth kinetics from edge-attachment-limited to diffusion-limited. Correspondingly, the compact graphene domain shapes became dendritic. The electrical quality of the graphene films was equivalent to that of mechanically exfoliated graphene, in spite of being grown in the presence of O.
C ontrol of the nucleation and growth of graphene during the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process is important to achieve large, high-quality single crystals (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Much attention has been paid to the process details, with emphasis on the parameters of carbon (C) precursors, hydrogen (H), copper (Cu), temperature, and pressure (6) . As such, tuning the C: H ratio (6), changing the hydrocarbon and H 2 gas pressures (7) , and smoothing the Cu surface before growth (8, 9) have been used to grow graphene with desirable quality. However, the wide variation in domain size, shape, and film quality from lab to lab suggests that crucial growth parameters still remain unknown or uncontrolled. We show that oxygen (O) on the Cu surface not only suppresses graphene nucleation, fostering growth of ultralarge single-crystal graphene domains, but also lowers the C species edge attachment barrier and shifts the graphene domain shapes from compact to dendritic (10) . Firstprinciples calculations and phase field simulations provided a deeper insight into the proposed growth mechanism and reproduced the observed domain shapes.
Oxygen impurities were found to exist at different concentrations across commercially available Cu foils. Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) depth profile results [ fig. S2B , see supplementary materials (11) ] show that, for two different types of Cu foils, the O concentrations are~10 −2 and~10 −6 atomic % (the latter approaching the detection limit), hereafter referred to as "oxygen-rich Cu" (OR-Cu) and "oxygen-free Cu" (OF-Cu), respectively. When the two types of Cu were used to grow graphene under the same conditions in low-pressure CVD, the domain density for OR-Cu was~0.9 mm −2 , more than three orders of magnitude lower than that for OF-Cu, which was about 2 × 10 3 mm −2
( Fig. 1, A and B) . We also observed that graphene domains on OR-Cu always exhibited dendritic growth fronts, i.e., multibranched and rough domain edges (Fig. 1A, inset) , whereas graphene domains on OF-Cu were compact with sharp edges (Fig. 1B, inset ). When we exposed OF-Cu to O 2 [partial pressure of O 2 (P O 2 ) = 1 × 10 −3 torr; the substrates are defined as "OF-Cu (O)" hereafter] for 1 min before introducing methane (CH 4 , P CH 4 = 1 × 10 −3 torr), the resulting graphene growth yielded a low density of nuclei,~6 mm −2 , and dendritic growth fronts (Fig. 1C ) similar to those on OR-Cu. In addition, TOF-SIMS results ( fig. S2A ) showed the presence of surface O after O 2 exposure and annealing in H 2 (P H 2 = 0.1 torr). Because graphene growth on Cu is a surfacemediated process (12) , it is reasonable that surface O species, either segregated out of the Cu bulk or adsorbed from O 2 exposure, participate in surface reactions and are thus responsible for the domain growth characteristics. Both experimental (13, 14) and theoretical studies (15) have established that metal surface imperfections, such as step edges, defects, impurities, etc., can be active sites for graphene nucleation because of higher d-band centers at these lower-coordination sites, which lead to strong binding to adsorbates (16, 17) . For the same reasons, these active sites are also sinks for O. Thus, surface O on the Cu, regardless of its source, effectively passivated the surface active sites where hydrocarbon accumulation would otherwise have taken place.
In order to further suppress graphene nucleation on Cu, we exposed the Cu substrates to varying amounts of O 2 (P O 2 = 1 × 10 −3 torr) by simply increasing the exposure time up to 5 min before introducing CH 4 . Typically, 2 min of O 2 exposure on OR-Cu can decrease the nucleation density to~0.03 mm −2 ( Fig. 2A ). With longer O 2 exposure (5 min), the graphene nucleation density was as low as~0.01 mm
, and individual domains grew to a diameter larger than 1 cm after a 12-hour growth period at P CH 4 = 1 × 10 −3 torr (Fig. 2B) . The same experiments with OF-Cu www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 342 8 NOVEMBER 2013 gave rise to a similar trend; i.e., the nucleation density decreased with increasing O 2 exposure time (Fig. 2D) . Oxygen exposure provided a convenient tuning parameter for suppressing graphene nucleation and growing large domains. We used electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to map the crystalline orientations of Cu grains under a graphene domain. The results show that large graphene domains normally grow across several Cu grains, which usually have a grain size smaller than a few millimeters even after annealing (Fig. 2C) . Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns ( fig. S8) Fig. 2B ) on multigrain Cu and confirmed that the domains are single crystals. These observations suggest that single-crystal Cu substrates are unnecessary to grow large single-crystal graphene films. In addition, we found that high growth temperatures and low P CH 4 facilitated single-crystal graphene growth. Raman spectra of the domains transferred onto silicon (Si) substrates confirmed that they are single-layer with no detectable defect-related D band ( fig. S5) .
Electrical-and magneto-transport measurements were then performed on Si ( fig. S11 ) and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) substrates. Resistivity as a function of the back gate voltage of graphene films on h-BN (Fig. 2E) shows narrow and symmetric Dirac peaks with the charge neutrality point V g = -1.0 V. The carrier mobility measured for three different samples ranged from 40,000 to 65,000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 at 1.7 K and from 15,000 to 30,000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 at room temperature when a carrier density-independent fitting method was used (18) . Magneto-transport measurements show quantum Hall states at all integer filling factors from 1 to 12 at a magnetic field of 8 T (Fig. 2F) , indicating that the fourfold degeneracy of the Landau levels is lifted. The onset of Shubnikov−de Haas oscillations was also observed at fields below 500 mT ( fig. S12 ). These features suggest that the electrical quality of large graphene domains, despite having been grown with O on Cu, is among the best reported for CVD graphene (19) and comparable to that of micromechanically exfoliated graphene (20) .
In addition to decreasing graphene nucleation density, O affected graphene growth kinetics. Figure 3A shows that graphene domains on OF-Cu were compact with a domain size of~15 mm after 32 min of growth at 1035°C and P CH 4 = 2 × 10 −3 torr. However, when graphene was grown on OF-Cu (O) (P O 2 = 1 × 10 −3 torr, 30 s of exposure) under the same conditions and for the same growth time, the domain size increased to~100 mm (Fig.  3B ). This acceleration of graphene domain growth by surface O may seem counterintuitive, because O has been associated with C species oxidation and graphene etching (21) . Oxygen also decreased the graphene film coverage on the Cu substrates by 5 to 10 times after 32 min of growth (11) . This decrease resulted from the nucleation density on OF-Cu (O) being more than two orders of magnitude lower despite the higher individual domain growth rate (11) .
We visualized the time evolution of domain growth at different growth temperatures with C isotope labeling and Raman mapping (Fig. 3, C  to F, and fig. S7 ). Over a wide temperature range, the domains on OF-Cu remained compact hexagons as they grew, whereas on OF-Cu (O), the domains were always multibranched and dendritic. The consistent domain shapes suggest that the kinetics do not change throughout the growth. Also, the radial growth rates of individual domains were nearly constant along a given orientation, as measured by the widths of the isotopically labeled bands. We plotted the growth rate as a function of temperature (Fig. 3G) where r is the average radius (11) 
was 1.76 eV for graphene on OF-Cu and 0.92 eV on OF-Cu (O), indicating that, in the dynamic growth process, the barrier of the rate-limiting step is reduced.
For hydrocarbon (e.g., CH 4 ) conversion to graphene on Cu during CVD growth, the following elementary steps are expected (3, 22, 23) : (i) CH 4 adsorption on Cu surfaces; (ii) CH 4 (partial-) dehydrogenation, resulting in C species such as CH x (x = 0 to 3); (iii) surface diffusion of C species; and (iv) C species attachment to the graphene domain edge and incorporation into the graphene lattice. The dehydrogenation of CH 4 on Cu is endothermic (energetically unfavorable), and the diffusing C species on Cu are mainly CH x (0 < x < 4), rather than atomic C (22) . Density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that the H-terminated graphene edge on Cu is more energetically favorable than the bare graphene edge on Cu (Fig. 3, H and I) . Thus, C species edge attachment and lattice incorporation require dehydrogenation [e.g., CH x → Cu CH x-1 + H (x = 4, 3, 2, 1)], which is considered rate-limiting (3, 22, 23) . In contrast, theoretical studies have shown that preadsorbed O on the Cu surface can enhance the dissociation of hydrocarbons (Fig.  3J ) through the reaction CH x + O → Cu CH x-1 + OH (x = 4, 3, 2, 1) (24, 25). Our DFT calculations have shown that the energy of H in the form of an OH group on Cu is lower than that of H on Cu by 0.6 eV/H (Fig. 3I ), pointing to a lower activation energy of edge dehydrogenation according to the Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle (26) . Thus, experimental data from the isotope-labeled growth and the atomic-scale calculations reveal that O helps reduce the edge attachment barrier, facilitates C incorporation, and accelerates graphene growth. In the process, graphene growth proceeded by continuous C edge attachment and lattice incorporation, whereas surface O species were consumed and then desorbed. This scenario does not necessarily conflict with the passivation effect of O on graphene nucleation. The latter is governed by different kinetic processes (23) that typically require a much higher supersaturation density of C species than that during growth, in which dehydrogenation may not be the critical step.
The above model is supported by the change of graphene domain morphology with O 2 exposure. Here, we focus on the domains on Cu(111). Figure 4A shows the typical shape of graphene domains formed on OF-Cu: compact hexagons with sharp edges, as obtained from the kinetic Wulff construction (27) , which is expected as a result of edge-attachment-limited growth. In contrast, graphene domains grown on OF-Cu (O) became multibranched or dendritic (Fig. 4D) , which is typical of diffusion (mass transport)-limited growth (3, 28) . The morphology change indicates that, with the introduction of O, C attachment at domain edges is no longer rate-limiting, and domain growth is instead governed by C diffusion or equivalently C flux, in agreement with our observations and analysis. The corresponding LEED patterns (Fig. 4, B and E) show only one set of hexagonal diffraction patterns, indicating that both domains are single crystals. Figure 4 , C and F, sketch the relationship between the domain shapes and the graphene lattice. Both domains exhibit fast growth in the [2110] direction and slow growth in the [10 10 ] direction, consistent with previous work, in which hexagonal domains have been reported to have zigzag-terminated edges (29) . Oxygen affected the domain shapes by modifying the growth kinetics but preserved the sixfold crystallographic symmetry. We further found that graphene domains on OF-Cu maintain a hexagonal shape when P CH 4 ranges from 1 × 10 −3 to 5 × 10 −2 torr ( fig. S9 ). However, on OF-Cu (O), different domain shapes appear as a function of P CH 4 (Fig. 4, G to I) . The sensitive dependence of domain morphology on C concentration again suggests that the growth kinetics has been brought into the diffusion-limited regime by O.
To test the proposed growth mechanisms, a phase field model was developed to examine the domain shape evolution (11) . Two key parameters, namely the characteristic attachment time of C species (τ ψ ) and C flux (F, reflecting the P CH 4 ) are varied to simulate the experimental conditions. The attachment time is closely related to the edge attachment barrier: The higher the energy barrier, the longer the characteristic attachment time. The symmetry of the graphene domains is dictated by the sixfold graphene edge energy, in agreement with experimental observations. The simulated domain shapes are shown in Fig. 4, J to L, and fig.  S9 . When τ ψ is long, the domain shape is hexagonal even if F is changed within a large range; whereas when τ ψ decreases, the hexagonal domain turns into a six-branched domain at the same F. Furthermore, at the low τ ψ value, F becomes the dominant parameter and can tune the domain shapes from six-branched to dendritic. Thus, lowering the attachment barrier changes the domain shape in the same manner as O 2 exposure in experiments. Thus, a rich variety of graphene domain morphologies (30, 31) can be explained and reproduced when the O effect is considered in the growth kinetics.
